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ABSTRACT 
Hall and Cormor proved that non-existence of a symmetric BIBD with parameters 
(v, k, ~) implies non-existence of a BIBD with parameters 
(v', b', k', r', A') = (v -- k, v -- 1, k -- A, k, A) 
if ~ = I or 2. Examples are given for which the preceding is false if the condition 
on h is dropped. 
A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) is a set of  v elements 
arranged in b subsets of  k elements each such that each element occurs in 
r subsets and each unordered pair of distinct elements occurs in ~ subsets. 
I f  b ---- v, and in turn r = k, the BIBD is called symmetric (SBIBD) and is 
designated by three parameters v, k, and h. Given a SBIBD with (v, k, )0, 
one can produce a BIBD with parameters 
(v ' ,b ' , k ' , r ' ,h ' )  ----- (v - -k ,v  -- 1, k - -h ,k ,h )  
by deleting one subset and all occurrences in the SBIBD of  all elements 
in that subset. For a triple (v, k, )t) of  parameters satisfying 
)t(v -- l) = k(k  --  1), required for a SBIBD, the quintuple of  primed 
parameters i determined by the simple formulas, even if the SBIBD does 
not exist. (v', b', k', r', ~') ~- (v --  k, v -- 1, k --  A, k, )t) will be called the 
quintuple derived f rom (v, k, A). Conversely, given a quintuple of param- 
eters, the triple from which it was derived is determined/ f  such exists. 
I f  )t = 1, the quintuple derived from 
(v, it, ~) = (k2 _ Ic + 1, k, 1) 
is the set of parameters for an affine plane of order k --  1. A BIBD with 
such a quintuple of  parameters is a finite affine plane; it is a classical 
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result hat a finite affine plane can be completed to a projective plane of the 
same order by adjunction of the ideal points and the ideal line. That is, if 
A = 1, a BIBD with parameters the quintuple derived from (v, k, A) can be 
completed to a SBIBD with (v, k, A). Hall and Connor [i] proved the same 
result for A = 2. That the theorem breaks down for A ---- 3 is pointed out 
in [1]; a construction by Bhattacharya Of a BIBD provides a counter- 
example. From the result on finite planes and the theorem of Hall and 
Connor, there follows the only known non-existence theorem for non- 
symmetric BIBD's: IfA : 1 or 2, and there exists no SBIBD with (v, k, A), 
then there exists no BIBD with parameters the quintuple derived from 
(v, k, A). Bhattacharya's BIDD has parameters the quintuple derived 
from (25, 9, 3); however, a SBIBD with (25, 9, 3) exists. It has apparently 
not been determined to date whether there is an example in which no 
SBIBD with (v, k, A) exists, while a BIBD with parameters the quintuple 
derived from (v, k, A) does exist. It is the purpose of this note to give 
examples of this phenomenon. 
First two lemmas will be proved. These may be in the literature, but the 
author cannot cite a reference. 
LEMMA 1. Given a BIBD, the family o f  the b complements of  the 
subsets forms a BIBD called the complement o f  the given BIBD. I f  the 
original B IBD has parameters (v, b, k, r, A), then its complement has param- 
eters (v, b, v -- k ,  b -- r, b -- 2r + A). 
PROOF: That v and b are unchanged in passing to the complement is 
immediate. The complement of any subset of k elements in a set of v has 
v -- k elements, accounting for the new value of k. Choose any pair x, y 
of distinct elements from the set of v. Then by definition x and y occur 
together in A subsets of the given BIBD. Since x occurs in exactly r subsets, 
there are exactly r -- A subsets containing x but not y; similarly there are 
r -- A subsets containing y but not x. This leaves, in the given BIBD, 
b - -2 ( r - -A ) - -A= b - -2r+A 
subsets containing neither x nor y; these are the subsets in whose comple- 
ments both x and y occur. It is verified that the complement of the given 
BIBD is a class of subsets with equally many elements uch that each pair 
of distinct elements occurs in equally many subsets. This is all that is 
needed to verify that the complement is a BIBDI The value of r in the 
Complement is supplied by using vr : bk in both BIBD's, 
LEMMA 2. Given a quintuple o f  parameters (v, b, k, r, A) satisfying the 
elementary counting conditions vr = bk and A(v -  1) = r(k -- 1) required 
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on any BIBD, the quintuple (v, b, v -- k, b -- r, b -- 2r + ~) defined as in 
Lemma 1 satisfies the counting conditions. I f  no BIBD exists with the 
former quintuple o f  parameters, then none exists with the latter quintuple. 
PROOF: Checking that the validity of the counting conditions on the 
former quintuple implies the validity on the latter quintuple is an elemen- 
tary manipulation. Should a BIBD exist with parameters the latter quin- 
tuple, then its complement would have parameters the former quintuple. 
Now let (v, k, A) be a triple o f  parameters with ~ ~< 4 and 
)t(v -- 1) ---- k(k -- 1). We choose (v, k, ~) so that no SBIBD exists with 
these parameters;  this is easily done for infinitely many triples with A ---- 1 
by the Bruck-Ryser theorem for finite projective planes, and for the other 
values of )~ by generalizations thereof. The triple of parameters for the 
non-existent complement is then (v, v -- k, v -- 2k -k A) by Lemma 2. The 
quintuple derived f rom the latter triple is 
(k ,v  -- 1, k - -~ ,v  - -k ,v  - -  2k q- A). 
In turn, the parameters for the complement of a BIBD with parameters 
the preceding quintuple are (k, v -- 1, ~, k --  1, ~ --  1). Using results 
above, or checking directly, one verifies that the latter quintuple satisfies 
the counting conditions, given that A(v -- 1) = k(k  -- 1). Hanani  [2] has 
shown that for.any quintuple with k ~< 4 satisfying the counting conditions 
a BIBD exists; this is quite trivial for k ---- 1 and 2; The k in the latter 
quintuple of parameters i the h ~< 4 of the first triple. Hence by Lemma 1, 
the complement of the BIBD with the latter quintuple of parameters 
exists and has parameters (k, v -- 1, k - -  A, v --  k, v - -  2k -k ~). Infinitely 
many examples of the type claimed above have been described. 
To give a specific numerical example of the above, we start with the 
parameter quintuple (v, b, k, r, A) = (12, 33, 4, 11, 3); the counting con- 
ditions are satisfied, and k = 4, so that such a B IBD exists by Hanani 's  
work cited. The complement of the preceding exists and has parameters 
(12, 33, 8, 22, 14). The quintuple immediately preceding is that  derived 
from (v, k, ~)= (34, 22, 14). No SBIBD exists with these parameters,  
for v = 34 is even, while k --  h ---- 22 - -  14 = 8 is not a square. 
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